Counterfactual explanations can be obtained by identifying the smallest change made to a feature vector to qualitatively influence a prediction; for example, from 'loan rejected' to 'awarded' or from 'high risk of cardiovascular disease' to 'low risk'. Previous approaches often emphasized that counterfactuals should be easily interpretable to humans, motivating sparse solutions with few changes to the feature vectors. However, these approaches would not ensure that the produced counterfactuals be proximate (i.e., not local outliers) and connected to regions with substantial data density (i.e., close to correctly classified observations), two requirements known as counterfactual faithfulness. These requirements are fundamental when making suggestions to individuals that are indeed attainable. Our contribution is twofold. On one hand, we suggest to complement the catalogue of counterfactual quality measures [1] using a criterion to quantify the degree of difficulty for a certain counterfactual suggestion. On the other hand, drawing ideas from the manifold learning literature, we develop a framework that generates attainable counterfactuals. We suggest the counterfactual conditional heterogeneous variational autoencoder (C-CHVAE) to identify attainable counterfactuals that lie within regions of high data density.
Current challenges for the generation of counterfactuals
Machine learning models are increasingly being deployed to support, illuminate and automate highstake decisions in financial, employment, medical and public services. As individuals are increasingly being affected by such decisions, it is natural to ask how those affected can be empowered to receive desired results in the future. To this end, [2] suggests using counterfactual explanations. In this context, a counterfactual is defined as a small change made to the feature vector to change a given classifier's decision. Informally, [2] formulated the desideratum that counterfactuals should come from a 'possible world' which is 'close' to the user's current state.
The authors in [1] formalized the close world desideratum and split it into two measurable criteria, proximity and connectedness. Proximity describes how close a counterfactual is to the current state and connectedness quantifies the reachability of the counterfactual from the current state. We shortly review both criteria in section 2.3. To these two criteria, we add a third one based on percentile shifts of the cumulative distribution function (CDF), as a measure for the degree of difficulty. Intuitively, all criteria help quantify how attainable the suggested counterfactuals are. Ideally, counterfactuals Workshop should not be outliers, and they should be close to observations from ground-truth data from the same class, that is, they should be faithful to ground-truth data.
Additionally, in contexts, where such empowerment tools could find useful applications, we often face continuous, ordinal and nominal features concurrently, also known as heterogeneous data. For this type of data, it can sometimes be difficult to measure distance in a meaningful way (e. g. measuring distance between different occupations). Furthermore, existing methods leave the elicitation of appropriate distance (or cost functions) up to expert opinions [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] , which can vary considerably across individuals [7] . Therefore, we suggest measuring similarity between the input feature x i and a potential counterfactualx i via a latent space representation z i .
To summarize, we make two suggestions to advance the current literature. First, we introduce a high-level description of a general-purpose framework, C-CHVAE, that allows finding (multiple) counterfactual feature sets while generating counterfactuals that lie on the data manifold, a fundamental requirement ensuring that counterfactuals are faithful to the data and indeed attainable. Our framework does not require access to a distance function in input space and works for any pretrained classifier. Second, we argue in favour of three well known measures to evaluate whether the generated counterfactuals stand a good chance to be attained in the future. In a realistic real-world experiment using the "Give me some credit" data set, we show the favourable performance of the C-CHVAE by directly comparing it to state-of-the-art approaches based on integer programming (AR) [6] , generative modelling techniques (GS) [4] and a maximum distance approach based on support vector machines (SVM) called HCLS [5] .
A step towards user empowerment 2.1 Problem statement and notation
In the remainder of this work, we denote the D dimensional feature space as X = R D and the feature vector for observation i by x ∈ X and its class by y ∈ Y = {0, 1}. We split the feature space into two disjoint feature subspaces of immutable/protected and free features denoted by X p = R Dp and X f = R D f respectively such that w.l.o.g X = X p × X f and x = (x p , x f ). Let z ∈ Z = R k denote the latent space representation of x. We also assume access to a pretrained classifier f : X − → {0, 1}. Further, we introduce the following sets: H − = {x ∈ X : f (x) = 0}, H + = {x ∈ X : f (x) = 1}, D + = {x ∈ X : y = 1}. In this work, we present a method to generate counterfactuals and evaluate whether they are likely to be attained in the future. First, at test time, given individuals with features x ∈ H − test , we aim to find an explainer E : X − → X , generating counterfactuals E(x) =x, such that f (x) = f (E(x)) (section 2.2). Second, we suggest to evaluate the quality of generated counterfactuals, i.e. whether the generated counterfactuals are likely to be attainable, using common notions of difficulty [6] (section 2.3).
Intuition behind the C-CHVAE
Proximate and connected counterfactuals We suggest embedding counterfactual search into a variational autoencoder (VAE) [8] . The idea is to use the VAE as a search device to find counterfactuals that are proximate and connected to the data distribution. The intuition of this approach becomes apparent by considering each part of the VAE in turn. As opposed to classical generative model contexts, the encoder part is not discarded at test time/generation time. Indeed, it is the trained encoder that plays a crucial role: given the original heterogeneous data, the encoder specifies a lower dimensional, homogeneous representation of that data, z. Therefore, it is the encoder which determines which low-dimensional homogeneous neighbourhood we should look at for potential counterfactuals. Next, we perturb the low dimensional representation, z + δ, and feed the perturbed representation into the decoder. For small perturbations the decoder gives a potential counterfactual by reconstructing the input data from the perturbed representation. This counterfactual is likely to occur. After that, the potential counterfactual is passed to the pretrained classifier, which we ask whether the prediction was altered. Figure 1 represents this mechanism.
Conditionally consistent search for heterogeneous data. When relying on a VAE framework, an additional difficulty is posed by heterogeneous data. Hence, it is vital to elicit an appropriate VAE architecture. [9] suggests the heterogeneous variational autoendocer (HVAE), which has the
Decoder gφ Classifier f EC:ỹ i =ŷ i Figure 1 : Counterfactual search. The learned encoder, mθ, maps heterogeneous protected and free features, x p and x f , and latent mixture components, c, into a latent representation,ẑ. The learned decoder, gφ, reconstructs the free inputs x f from the perturbed representation, providing a potential counterfactual,x = (x p ,x f ). The counterfactual acts like a typical observation from the data distribution. Next, we feed the potential counterfactualx to the classifier, f . We stop the search, if the EC condition is met. capacity to approximate heterogeneous data densities. Extending the simple model to a conditional HVAE (CHVAE) captures further (minimal) requirements. While we aim to avoid altering immutable features, such as age or education, it is reasonable to believe that the immutable features can have an impact on what is attainable to the individual. Thus, the immutable features should influence the search neighbourhood for counterfactuals. For example, certain drugs can have different treatment effects, depending on whether a patient is male or female [10] . In other words, we wish to generate counterfactuals that are conditionally consistent with the data. Formally, for a given trained encoder mθ(x f ; x p ) =ẑ and decoder gφ(·), we optimize the following objective:
Again, consider figure 1 for an intuition of counterfactual search in the presence of immutable features, x p . Unlike in vanilla conditional VAEs [11] , we assume a Gaussian mixture prior on the latent variables where each mixture component is also estimated by the immutable features. This helps cluster the latent space and has the advantage that we look for counterfactuals among semantically similar alternatives. Under these circumstances, we focus on one problematic aspect: the tool could make suggestions that 'lie outside of a user's wheelhouse', that is to say, it is less reasonable to suggest counterfactuals that (1) one would typically not observe in the data, (2) are not typical for a subpopulation (3) and would require large percentile shifts for certain free features and large total percentile shifts for all free features.
Measuring attainability of counterfactuals
For points (1) and (2), the authors in [4] suggest two measures. First, a version of the local outlier factor score [12] measures the extent to which local outliers exist among the generated counterfactuals,x, relative to ground-truth data x ∈ H + ∩ D + . Second, they suggest to evaluate the connectedness of counterfactuals to the data manifold, using a binary connectedness score for every counterfactual which is motivated by the DBSCAN clsutering algorithm [13] . The idea is to find counterfactuals that resemble existing, correctly classified, observations x ∈ H + ∩ D + .
Complementary connectedness measures. Complementary to [1] , we suggest to measure connectedness of counterfactuals in terms of the percentiles of
is the cumulative density function In parenthesis: classifier f . SVM uses the Gaussian kernel. Ideally, observations lie in the bottom left corner. of x f d andx f * denotes the optimal counterfactual found by a method. As an example, a cost of p suggests changing a free feature by at least p percentiles to receive a desired result.
More particularly, the two measures suggested in [1] and shortly described above measure proximity and connectedness of counterfactuals, but do not indicate the degree of difficulty for the individual to attain a certain counterfactual given the current state. We suggest complementing their suggestion, using the 3 following measures which should help evaluate the quality of counterfactuals:
The total percentile shift in (1) can be thought of as a baseline measure for how attainable a certain counterfactual suggestion might be. The maximum percentile shift (MS) in (2) across all free features reflects the maximum difficulty across all features that are subject to change. As an example, an easily interpretable counterfactual can be of little help in case it suggests a 95 percentile shift to only one feature. Finally, the total log percentile shift (TLS) in (3) reflects two assumptions: first, going back in percentiles is easier and second going from the 90th to 95th percentile is more difficult than going from the 50th to 55th percentile. Note that the authors in [6] first used the measures in (2) and (3) to devise the AR algorithm.
Evaluating counterfactuals. Figures 2a and 2b show the percent of predicted local outliers among the counterfactuals and the percent of connected counterfactuals relative to the training data x ∈ H + ∩ D + for different parameter choices. Note that AR only works with a linear model, which is why we report most of the results using a l 2 -regularized logistic regression model (RLR). AR and GS perform similarly across both faithfulness measures. In terms of proximity, for small parameters k, HCLS performs particularly bad. The C-CHVAE gives the best results in terms of both measures. Note that HCLS is the only method with access to a nonlinear prediction model. With respect to proximity, the C-CHVAE begins outperforming all other method for ≥ 10.
Next, figure 3 shows 2-dimensional histograms plotting total percentile shift against max. percentile shift for different methods. Ideally, observations lie in the bottom left corner. HCLS tends to generate both many (low MS, low TS)-pairs and (high MS, high TS)-pairs. While the former is very desirable, the latter is not. AR and GS tend to generate very competitive (MS, TS)-pairs. The C-CHVAE tends to give values in the bottom left corner. This experiment suggests that faithful counterfactuals come at the cost of higher degrees of difficulty.
Conclusion and future work
We have introduced a framework for generating attainable counterfactuals; in particular, the fact that our method works well without the specification of distance or cost functions in input space allows practitioners and researchers to adapt this work to a wide variety of applications. Additionally, we have demonstrated how counterfactuals can be evaluated across a variety of methods using the suggested catalogue of quality measures. We envision that future lines of work use these quality measures -for example a convex combination of them -when evaluating new counterfactual generation methods.
A Experimental setup: "Give Me Some Credit"
For our experiments we choose the processed version of the "Give me some credit" data set. 1 The target variable records whether individuals experience financial distress within a period of two years. The data set contains D = 10 features of which 8 are related to an individual's financial history. We assume that these features are free and their types are count and positive continuous, respectively. Table 1 : "Give Me Some Credit": State of features (protected vs. free), used likelihood models for the C-CHVAE and directions in which features may be altered in "Dir.(HCLS)". For HCLS, this needs to be specified.
In the following, we list the specified pretrained classification models as well as the parameter specification used for each method. We use 80 percent of the data as our training set and the remaining part is used as the holdout test set. Additionally, we allow f access to all features, i.e. f (x f , x p ). The state of features can be found in table 1. details about the chosen likelihood model for each feature. For count features, we use the Poisson likelihood model, while for features with a support on the positive part of the real line we choose log normal distributions. As f , we choose the l 2 -regularized logistic regression model.
